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Executive Summary 

In 1986-87, the University of Minnesota developed a preliminary proposal entitledA Comprehensive 
Program to Foster the Success of Minority Students. In this preliminary proposal, the University and 
some of its existing precollegiate and other academic support programs were to join the 
Minneapolis and St. Paul school districts in a partnership that would provide a continuous path of 
support for students of color from the seventh grade to the baccalaureate degree. The aim of the 
partnership would be to provide parents and teachers with a model that would help them develop 
a culture of achievement for students of color. 

Not all elements of the proposal were ultimately funded. However, the section dealing with early
intervention strategies did interest two external funding sources: the Super Yalu Stores, Inc. and 
the McKnight Foundation. Super Yalu Stores, in conjunction with a matching grant from the 
McKnight Foundation, agreed to provide the University with funds to be used by the Minneapolis 
and St. Paul school districts to develop special early-intervention programs for students of color. 
Each district's program would be tailored to its specific needs. 

The funds from the Super Yalu-McKnight grant were to be disbursed by the University over a 
three-year period, contingent upon each program's success, with the districts assuming responsibility 
for full operational funding in the fourth year. 

This report represents an independent, formative/ sumrnative evaluation of one of the precollegiate 
early-intervention programs that was established as a result of the new partnership: the Minorities 
in New Directions (MIND) program in Minneapolis. The program is now entering its fourth year 
of operation. The evaluation was commissioned by the Office of the Associate Provost and 
Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, with special responsibility for minority affairs, in 
order to assess the current status of MIND. A comprehensive evaluation report of both 
precollegiate programs is available through the Office of the Associate Provost and Associate Vice 
President for Academic Affairs. 

Overall MIND Pro2ram Outcomes 

... In the third year of operation (the 1989-90 academic school year), approximately 350 
minority 7th, 8th, and 9th grade students of color were served by the MIND program. 

... Minneapolis developed a pull-out program which focuses on personal and academic 
development, decision making and career choices, and cultural enrichment. The program 
has emphasized the importance of having students and parents involved and uses University 
of Minnesota college work study students to facilitate group meetings. 

... A specific objective of the pre-collegiate program was to enhance collaboration and 
cooperation between the public school systems and public/ private post-secondary 
institutions. With the exception of several field trips and other related activities, progress 
toward this goal has been minimal and occurred primarily during the third year of the 
project. 
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.. A second objective of the program focused on enhancing the academic foundation of 
minority high school students in order to prepare them for college. While a certain number 
of academic-related activities/events have been scheduled for 9th graders, the notion of 
what it means to "enhance the academic foundation of minority students" remains to be 
examined. 

.. A third objective of the program targeted the involvement of parents or significant adult 
care givers, teachers, and school administrators in the design and implementation of support 
programs; progress towards this objective was minimal. 

.. Overall, the results of the evaluation indicate that students' self-perceptions are currently 
quite positive and that students see a greater relationship between long-term success and 
furthering their education than they did before the program. The results of the evaluation 
also indicate that the program has had moderate impact in changing students' achievement
related behavior and enjoyment of school/ quality of school life. 

.. Students involved in MIND reported that the special emphasis given to minority-related 
issues, being able to talk about themselves, the personal attention given them in the 
program, the field trips, and the chance to meet with "real world" professionals were the 
most helpful aspects of the program. On the other hand, they indicated that being pulled 
out of their classes (especially core classes) made it difficult for them to keep up and were 
critical in some instances of activities/ events that they saw as poorly planned and 
coordinated. 

.. The majority of students perceived their involvement in the program to have increased their 
chances of getting into college. Their comments frequently related to increased self
understanding and confidence and to greater understanding of what's required to get into 
college and of the career opportunities available to them. 

Additional Findings 

.. Individuals directly and indirectly involved with the program have exhibited strong 
conceptual commitment to it. Teachers, administrators, students, and parents believe the 
basic operating principles of the program are worth developing and pursuing. 

.. A number of discrepancies exist between the vision of the original proposal and the events 
that have actually taken place in the school systems. The progress made towards enhancing 
collaboration and cooperation between the public school systems and public/ private post
secondary institutions; enhancing the academic foundation of minority high school students; 
and increasing parent, teacher, and administrative involvement indicate that these areas 
need additional discussion and development. 

.. Confusion still exists among the University, St. Paul, and Minneapolis school systems 
regarding roles and responsibilities for project coordination and the evaluation/longitudinal 
research component. There are also discrepancies regarding which post-secondary 
institutions are targeted and included in the program and the extent to which the 
comprehensive program has promised to pay students' college tuition. 
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• Until this evaluation, no formal and/or ongoing study of the program has occurred. As a 
result, the "program effectiveness reports and numbers" which have been periodically 
generated during the past several years appear to have been based largely on anecdotal data 
and enrollment numbers--neither of which is capable of providing the information needed 
for evaluating program effectiveness. 

• The effectiveness of the program has been hindered by a lack of basic documentation 
systems, i.e., record keeping, enrollment numbers, attendance records, etc., maintained the 
past three years. Because the program has not had a systematic evaluation component, no 
unified system for documenting program-related information has been established. 

Recommendations 

Given the issues and problem areas which have been identified in the evaluation, the following 
general recommendations are suggested: 

• Continue the Program. It is evident from comments made by teachers, administrators, 
students, and parents that they believe the basic philosophy and operating principles of the 
early-intervention program are worth developing and pursuing. Even with minimal 
"treatment" (a pull-out program meeting only twice a month), students reported that the 
program has affected them positively, i.e., increased their chances of going to college and 
given them valuable insight into the career options available to them. Consequently, the 
program should continue to develop as part of the six year "pipeline to college." 

• Clarify Organizational Roles. Program Leadership and Coordination: The University 
should continue assuming full responsibility for coordinating the program across the school 
districts, e.g., a permanent part-time research assistant, supervised by the Office of the 
Associate Provost and Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, with special 
responsibility for minority affairs, could be hired to be a liaison between the University and 
the school systems. 
Program Evaluation: Systematic yearly summative and formative evaluation needs to begin 
across school districts. The University should assume financial responsibility for conducting 
the annual evaluations. 
Longitudinal Research: A longitudinal research study needs to be designed and data 
targeted for tracking, e.g., number of students enrolled in advanced placement courses. In 
order to reduce the amount paperwork expected of program staff in the districts, CAREi 
might assume responsibility for developing and managing project information in a database. 
Advisory Committee: An overall Advisory Committee comprising representatives from the 
University and each school district, parents and students from each school district, 
mentors/group facilitators from each school district, representatives from other 
private/public post-secondary institutions, and members of the Twin Cities minority 
community should be established to oversee and monitor program direction and the 
evaluation/longitudinal research component. Likewise, an Advisory Committee should be 
maintained in each school district to oversee program activities. 

... Clarify Focus of the Program. In clarifying the focus of the program, both the content and 
structure of the program need to be examined. First, the content of the program currently 
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comprises a variety of pieces, i.e., self-esteem, mentorship, career counseling, etc. 
Consequently, the future focus and direction of the program needs to be examined and 
clarified, e.g., what is and how is "enhancing the academic foundation of minority students" 
going to be defined and operationalized? Because the mentorship component of the 
program was well received by the students, program staff should also consider the 
value/ worth of expanding both the amount of time that the mentors/ group facilitators have 
with students as well as their overall role in the program. Second, the program should 
continue to develop and structure the sequence of the content in order to ensure that it is 
introduced to students in a time frame that is developmentally appropriate to each grade 
level. Teachers and students also expressed concerns related to the value of the current 
pull-out format of the program and, in some cases, the lack of enrollment criteria/ standards. 
Administrators should, first of all, examine the advantages and limitations of changing the 
program from the pull-out format to that of an elective and/ or after-school activity, as well 
as consider the importance of clarifying enrollment criteria/ standards for student inclusion. 
However, regardless of the final format selected or enrollment criteria/ standards instituted, 
students need to be provided with predictable, regular meeting times they can count on. 

~ Expand Parent Involvement. An objective of the program targeted the involvement of 
parents or significant adult care givers, teachers, and school administrators in the design and 
implementation of support programs. MIND should continue to expand the present levels 
of parent involvement; simply put, strong parent involvement is one of the best ways of 
ensuring the longevity and effectiveness of the program. In addition, when viewing the 
MIND program as an educational/ social intervention from a systems perspective, the 
programs cannot be expected to be successful in the long-term if the entire family has not 
been included in the intervention strategy. 

~ Locate Permanent Funding for the Program. The results of the evaluation convincingly 
demonstrate the great potential of the MIND program towards developing a "pipeline to 
college" for Twin Cities minority students. However, in order for the program to be 
effective and stable in the long-term, both the staff and students involved need to be 
protected from the short-term funding of "another programmatic fad" or from token funding 
arrangements. Consequently, procuring ongoing permanent funding for the program should 
be a top priority for each school district, with a concomitant long-term commitment from 
the University for collaborative evaluation and developmental support. 
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Overview of the Original Proposal 

In 1986-87, the University of Minnesota developed a preliminary proposal entitledA Comprehensive 
Program to Foster the Success of Minority Students. In this preliminary proposal, the University and 
some of its existing precollegiate and other academic support programs were to join the 
Minneapolis and St. Paul public school districts in a partnership that would provide a continuous 
path of support for students of color from the seventh grade on through to the baccalaureate 
degree. The aim of the partnership would be to provide parents and teachers with a model that 
would help them develop a culture of achievement for students of color. 

The Comprehensive Program to Foster the Success of Minority Students proposal was fashioned to 
provide a model to assist parents and teachers in developing a culture of achievement for students of 
color.1 Using a multi-faceted approach, the proposed program would be designed to create a 
continuous path of support from grade seven through the baccalaureate degree for minority 
students by: 

"" demonstrating effective partnering through increased collaboration and cooperation between 
school systems and public/ private post-secondary institutions 

"" enhancing the academic foundation of minority high school students 
"" involving parents or significant adult care givers, teachers, and school administrators in the 

design and implementation of the program 
"" encouraging minority persistence by providing academic and career counseling, merit 

scholarships, mentoring, tutoring, and summer internships and 
"" providing attractive and visible fellowship packages which encourage minority students to 

attend graduate school. 

The Minnesota Minority Education Partnership, a consortium that includes presidents of public and 
private post-secondary institutions, the superintendents of the Minneapolis and St. Paul Public 
Schools, city and state officials, as well as volunteers from the public and private sectors, would 
work to support these and related goals. 

1 Comprehensive Program to Foster the Success of Minority Students, April 20, 1987. Proposal distributed 
along with memo from John Wallace, Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, University of Minnesota; 
to Jon Seltzer, Manager, Corporate Planning, Super Valu Stores, Inc. Copy list includes: Kenneth H. Keller, 
President; Roger Benjamin, Provost and Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
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Overall, the original proposal consisted of three parts: (1) grades seven through twelve; (2) the 
undergraduate years; and (3) research and evaluation. As stated in the proposal, the goals of the 
junior and senior high years were to: 

... guide and encourage students toward liberal education and academic and professional 
careers 

... strengthen continuous parental and care giver involvement for each student 

... provide an individualized educational plan specifically designed for college 

... challenge and refine students' problem-solving skills 

... challenge and refine communication skills among students, parents, and teachers 

... reward goal achievement, teamwork, discipline and creativity, and 

... provide an opportunity for students to interact with college and professional role models. 

The proposed goals of the pre-freshman year through bacca~aureate degree years were to: 

... introduce students to college level learning 

... introduce students to the academic and co-curricular resources of the University of 
Minnesota 

... improve students' study and problem-solving skills 

... enhance students' reading, writing, and mathematics skills 

... increase the number of minority students earning baccalaureate degrees from the University 
of Minnesota 

... increase the number of qualified minority students applying for admission to graduate school 
and 

... involve faculty in the programs from all colleges on the Twin Cities campus. 

In addition to emphasizing writing, speaking, computation, mathematics, and science, the program 
was to be designed to provide support for students in making personal choices that confront at-risk 
junior and senior high school students. When fully operational, the program was expected to serve 
approximately 3,300 students annually. 

The goals of the research and evaluation component were to conduct research and evaluation 
continuously in order to ensure mid-course co"ection of weak program elements and for the 
dissemination of models that succeed. While an evaluation policy group was to be created in order 
to develop general evaluation guidelines, the individual districts were to devise detailed evaluation 
plans. Because the University was the central coordinator and knowledge base, the proposal 
indicates that the research and evaluation program would use University resources for research 
support.2 

Not all elements of the proposal were ultimately funded. However, the section dealing with early
intervention strategies did interest two external funding sources: the Super Valu Stores, Inc., and 
the McKnight Foundation. Super Valu Stores, in conjunction with a matching grant from the 
McKnight Foundation, agreed to provide the University with funds to be used by the Minneapolis 

2 From memo attached to proposal from John Wallace, Assistant Vice President for Academic Affairs, 
University of Minnesota; to Jon Seltzer, Manager, Corporate Planning, Super Yalu Stores, Inc.; dated April 20, 
1987. 
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and St. Paul school districts to develop special early-intervention programs for students of color. 
Each district's program would be tailored to its specific needs. 

The early-intervention program was funded in part by a gift of $1 million from Super Yalu Stores, 
Inc. At least one-half of the Super Yalu gift was to be preserved as an endowment for the Minority 
Scholars Development Program; some part of the balance--up to $500,000--was to be used to start 
up other parts of the program. The funds from the Super Yalu-McKnight grant were to be 
disbursed by the University over a three-year period, contingent upon each program's success, with 
the districts assuming responsibility for full operational funding in the fourth year. 

On August 27, 1987, the Agreement for Implementation of the Comprehensive Program to Foster the 
Success of Minority Students3 was signed by Roger Benjamin, Provost and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs, University of Minnesota; David Bennett, Superintendent, St. Paul Public Schools; 
and Richard Green, Superintendent, Minneapolis Public Schools. Designed as a memorandum of 
understanding among the three institutions, the agreement outlined the general operating principles 
of the precollegiate early-intervention program as well as the amounts of funding to come from the 
Super Yalu grant, the Minneapolis and St. Paul school systems, and from other external fund
raising efforts. 

The general operating principles agreed to are listed as follows: 

(1) Over the next six years (1987 to 1993), each school system would develop basic 
academic year enrichment and support programs to serve from one-quarter to one
half of minority students in grades 7 through 12 in the Minneapolis and St. Paul 
public schools. 

(2) The long-term goal of the program would be to establish successful basic academic 
year enrichment and support programs that would become a regular part of the 
schools' activities and have a stable funding base. 

(3) Each school system would stimulate funding from private donors and foundations to 
cover from 25 percent to 50 percent of the direct costs involved in implementing the 
programs. 

( 4) Each school system would conduct a careful annual review of program effectiveness. 
More specifically, this principle indicated that: 1) an overall "evaluation policy" 
group would be formed to develop general guidelines for evaluating program 
effectiveness across sites, 2) individual school systems would devise detailed 
evaluation plans for their systems, and 3) the evaluation policy group would review 
the detailed plans to make sure they fit the intention of the guidelines. Renewal of 
funding from one year to the next would be contingent on demonstrated effectiveness 
in fostering the academic success of minority students. 

(5) It would be natural for each school system to design and seek resources for local 
enhancements once the basic academic year programs were in place. 

(6) Each school system would link its basic academic year programs with existing 
summer enrichment programs in order to stimulate and create a continuum of year
round programming from grades 7 through 12. 

3 This agreement form appears to be the formal document which authorized the implementation of the 
program. A copy of the Agreement has been included in Appendix A. 
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The proposal to Super Yalu called for an investment from the grant of $300,000 over the first three 
years of the program, (i.e., $150,000 to each school district). Minneapolis received its grant on the 
schedule: $50,000/ $50,000/ $50,000; St. Paul received its grant on the schedule: 
$100,000/ $25,000/ $25,000. While both school systems anticipated the direct costs in the first year 
to be approximately $600 per student, a financial goal of the project was to lower costs per student 
to $450 in the second year and to $300 in the third year. 

However, a number of events occurred since the Agreement was signed in 1987 which had a 
significant impact on the program. On the University level, Kenneth Keller, former president of 
the University of Minnesota, resigned from office in the midst of public controversy regarding 
administrative and personal financial mismanagement of University / state monies. At the time, the 
University community itself, state officials/legislators, and the public were already embroiled in 
debate regarding "Commitment to Focus," a refocusing effort of the University to redefine its 
constituent base and admission policies/ standards. Public reaction to and criticism of these 
controversial occurrences monopolized huge amounts of administrative and public relations efforts 
in order to restore credibility within the community and to stabilize funding sources. Consequently, 
the top priority for many University offices and departments shifted overnight to repairing damaged 
reputations/ image, stabilizing financial funds, and recruiting students. During the same period of 
time, University responsibility for this program was shifted among departments and several 
individuals. 

Second, Richard Green, former superintendent of Minneapolis Public Schools, resigned in order 
to accept a position as Chancellor of Education in New York City; his continued public support for 
the program was cut short by his sudden death in 1988. As a result of these events, the program 
lost key advocates and the program itself seemed to get lost in the many changes--all of which have 
had strong negative impact on program direction, implementation, and stability. Consequently, the 
Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement (CAREi) was contracted by the Office 
of the Associate Provost and Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs with responsibility for 
minority affairs in the fall of 1989 to conduct an evaluation of the project. In addition to 
determining general program effectiveness to date, a key aspect of this evaluation was to help get 
the program back on track. 

Purpose of the Evaluation 

The purposes of the evaluation were as follows: 

... To clarify the roles and/or responsibilities among the major parties involved with the project 

... To determine what activities and objectives are/ have been implemented 

... To assess how the implementation is going generally 

... To identify problems/ issues hindering implementation and changes which need to be made 

... To identify support services needed 

... To get a system/framework for maintaining baseline data in place, and 

... To get site evaluations in place. 
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Evaluation Questions 

The evaluation revolved around the following sets of questions which were developed 
collaboratively with key participants from the University and Minneapolis and St. Paul public 
schools: 

Questions Related to Project Development and Implementation 

1. What are the roles and/ or responsibilities of the major parties involved in the project? 
2. What goals, intended outcomes, and targeted changes have been developed? 
3. What activities have been planned to bring about the goals, intended outcomes, and targeted 

changes? 
4. What activities/ models have been implemented? 
5. How will each project site know when it has been successful? 
6. How did the respective school districts get their programs off the ground procedurally and 

what factors figured significantly in the process, either negatively or positively? 
7. What population is the project serving? 

Questions Related to Current Operations/Future Implementation 

8. What aspects of the projects are going well and what aspects need to be changed/ modified 
and why? 

9. What types of baseline data are needed to measure project outcomes? 
10. What support services/ technical support do the project settings need/ want the most? If 

schools want/ need support services, what is the best way for those services to be provided? 

Questions Related to Project Effectiveness 

11. What new/ additional activities/ resources have been developed? 
12. What impact is the project having on students and parents? 
13. What impact has the project had on the quality of education? 
14. What aspects of the project have been the most/ least helpful to students? 
15. What progress has been made towards developing the "pipeline to college" for the target 

population? 
16. What factors promoted/ limited the success of the project? 
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Evaluation Methodology 

Overall, this evaluation used a case study approach which combined qualitative (interviews and 
records analysis) and quantitative (survey instruments) data collection methods to gather the 
information needed to answer the evaluation questions. Approaching the evaluation in this manner 
allowed the evaluation team to collect the different types of information needed to assist project 
and MIND staff in making decisions affecting the project. This type of an approach was also 
information-sensitive enough to uncover whether project outcomes and objectives were being met, 
whether the project was operating as planned, whether student outcomes were being achieved, what 
impact the project was having on participants, and what changes/ issues need to be considered. 

Implementing the evaluation involved the development and administration of three basic data 
collection formats: interviews, survey instruments, and records analysis. First, interviews were held 
with key district participants in MIND to identify concerns regarding the scope of the evaluation. 
They were also used as the primary data collection method with project leadership individuals and 
site program administrators. Interviews were used with these groups because of their smaller 
numbers and because of the in-depth information needed from these individuals. 

Second, the evaluation also involved the design and construction of a series of survey inventories 
for: (1) principals/ building liaisons, (2) teachers, (3) group facilitators, ( 4) students, (5) parents, 
and (6) community resource individuals. Survey inventories were used because they are efficient 
at collecting project information which is more straightforward and routine from larger numbers 
of respondents. In addition, the results were used to identify aspects of the project which needed 
to be probed in greater detail. The survey process was administered and analyzed by CAREi. 

The survey inventories were developed in parallel form (when appropriate) in order to enhance 
the analysis of information collected from each of the groups. For example, if site program staff 
were asked to what extent parents had been involved with their child's education, parents were also 
asked whether they had been involved. In this way if program staff reported that parents had been 
involved, and parents indicated that they had been involved, we could determine a more holistic 
picture of what had actually occurred. The ideal end result was to have all groups in rather close 
agreement on a given question. 

Third, MIND records and materials have been objectively and systematically assessed for trends, 
patterns, problems, and related issues. The complete data collection plan can be viewed in 
Appendix B. 
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Development of the Survey Inventories 

A pool of items related to each evaluation question was written. Items considered most relevant 
and useful to the purposes of the evaluation were selected and assembled in preliminary drafts of 
the inventories. Based on feedback received from individuals at the project sites, certain items 
were revised to improve item flow, certain items were re-worded to eliminate ambiguities, and 
items considered irrelevant were deleted. 

The final form of the survey inventories contained a number of open-ended questions and 
approximately 40 close-ended items using a Likert scale Agree/ Disagree response format. The 
response choices for these items were positioned so that the "Strongly Disagree" response was to 
the left and the "Strongly Agree" response to the right. A number of negatively-worded items were 
also constructed to break possible response sets, i.e., answering a series of similarly worded 
questions identically. The survey inventories required written responses; all of the items asked 
respondents to check, circle, or write their responses in the appropriate area of the inventory. 

In addition to instructions for completing the survey, a short letter of introduction was included on 
the front page of the survey inventories for principals, mentors/ group facilitators, teachers, and 
parents to explain the purpose of the survey and to provide assurances of anonymity. The student 
inventory form only included instructions for completing the survey on the front page. The survey 
inventories were administered by the site program staff. Examples of the MIND survey inventories 
are included in Appendix C. 

Administration of the Survey Inventories 

For the MIND Program in Minneapolis, 
surveys were mailed to parents, 9th 
grade students, group facilitators, and 
community resource individuals. Survey 
inventories for 7th and 8th grade 
students were administered by Al 
Lopez, MIND Program Coordinator, 
when each grade was attending field 
events. The Minneapolis Public School 
mail system was used to distribute 
survey inventories to principals, building 
liaisons, and teachers. 

Of the 817 survey inventories 
administered for the MIND Program, 
290 were completed and returned for an 
overall response rate of 36 percent. 
While the overall response rate was 
lower than hoped for, the consistency of 
respondents' comments was high. 
Overall, 7th and 8th grade students, 
building liaisons, and principals were 
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the groups with the highest percentage of returned inventories; community resource individuals, 
group facilitators, and parents had the lowest. Table 1 summarizes the survey return rates in 
greater detail. 

Analysis of Information Collected 

Analysis of Survey Information. Respondents' comments to the qualitative questions were typed 
into a wordprocessing program and organized/ sorted by survey form and question number. The 
comments were then content analyzed in order to identify the topics addressed in the survey. 
Narrative reports summarized the most common themes reflected in the respondents' comments 
and other issues/ problems which emerged. The quantitative data was analyzed using SPSS's 
frequencies, crosstabulation, and means procedures. 

Analysis of Interview Information. The process for analyzing interview information was similar. 
The comments were then content analyzed in order to identify the topics addressed in the 
interviews. Narrative reports summarized the most common themes reflected in the respondents' 
comments and other issues/ problems which emerged. 

Analysis of Records and Materials. MIND and school materials and records were objectively and 
systematically assessed for trends, patterns, problems, and related issues. Narrative reports were 
written to summarize the findings. 
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I . Findings Related to 
Project Effectiveness 
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The evaluation data will be presented as answers to seven of the major questions posed earlier. 
The following questions are divided into a series of subtopics which provide a framework for 
presenting the findings: 

.,,, What population has the project served? 

.,,, What new/ additional activities/ resources have been developed? 

.,,, What impact has the project had on students? 

.,,, What aspects of the project have been the most/ least helpful to students? 

.,,, What aspects of the projects are going well and what aspects need to be 
changed/ modified and why? 

.,,, What progress has been made towards developing the "pipeline to college" for the 
target population? 

.,,, What support services/ technical support do the project settings need/ want the most? 
If schools want/ need support services, what is the best way for those services to be 
provided? 

Because the response rates for group facilitators and parents were below acceptable levels needed 
to make valid inferences, none of their responses have been included in any of the findings and 
conclusions. As a result, the answers to the questions discussed in this section of the report are 
based on only the responses of 251 respondents who returned usable survey inventories by June 
30, 1990. This is 55 percent of the remaining respondents. 

While no differences have been found between responders and non-responders, generalizing results 
to a total population can be somewhat risky. We do not know the opinions and experiences of the 
non-responders, nor the reasons they did not return the inventory. Recognizing this uncertainty, 
nevertheless, we are inclined to assume they would be similar to those who responded. The 
following results are, therefore, presented as the opinions and experiences of a sample of the total 
population involved with the MIND Program. 
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Demo2raphics of the Population Served 

Records obtained from Minorities in New Directions (MIND) in Minneapolis and Minority 
Encouragement Program (MEP) in St. Paul were used to compile student enrollment figures for 
various demographic groups. However, it's not clear how much participation was required in order 
to be included in these numbers. As a result, caution should be used in judging the overall value 
and validity of the numbers included in Table 2. 
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New/Additional MIND Resources Developed 

The school district was given full autonomy to implement the program in ways that fit with its 
strengths and preferred repertoire of approaches to creating learning situations. The University 
was to act as coordinator and knowledge base, facilitating communication between the districts and 
making expertise available as needed. 

The Minneapolis Minorities in New Directions Program (MIND) is designed as a pull-out program 
in that MIND activities are designed to occur during the school day twice a month. The groups 
are facilitated by either a community member, a University of Minnesota work study student, or 
the MIND program coordinator. Each school participating in MIND has a staff member, usually 
a counselor, who serves as the building liaison. His/ her job is to schedule meeting times and 
places. In general, minority students need to be at the 41 percentile level or higher on national 
standardized tests and be nominated by a teacher, counselor, or parent in order to qualify for 
admission into MIND. Students must also maintain a number of attendance and progress 
requirements in order to remain enrolled in the program. 

5 
· 4 

3 

3 
. 5 . 

The seventh grade MIND 
curriculum emphasizes the 
building of positive self-images, 
self-esteem, and self-confidence. 
In seventh grade, students take 
the Self Observation Scale, 
participate in exercises such as 
Choosing Feelings, Knowing 
Myself, and My Favorite Things, 
learn note taking, speech and 
discussion skills, and take a field 
trip. Overall, the field trip was 
the most well attended activity 
and rated the most worthwhile. 
Students were the least involved 
in the note taking activities and 
MIND text/ materials. Table 3 
summarizes student ratings.4 

4 Tables 3 and 4 provide summaries of the student activities offered by grade level within MIND. The 
following information is provided for each activity: number of students involved and/or who attended the 
activity; the percentage of students overall involved in the activity; the mean value/worth rating; and the mode 
(or most frequent) value/worth rating. 
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least involved in the speakers; 
their value ratings were also 
moderate. Their ratings are included in Table 4. 

The ninth grade MIND curriculum is geared to prepare students for tenth grade and provides 
students with information on Advanced Placement courses and conducting and aiding students in 
credit evaluation. Preparing for college is another topic of discussion, and in the spring students 
take an all-day tour of the University of Minnesota campus. While only nine 9th grade MIND 
students returned survey inventories for the evaluation, none of the activities appears to have been 
very well attended. 
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Impact of the Program on Students 

A major facet of evaluating the success of any educational or social intervention lies in determining 
the degree of change which has taken place. Since no prior data existed, estimates of the amount 
of learning internalized were obtained through twenty-eight objective statements which asked all 
students in both districts to indicate their degree of agreement/ disagreement with each statement 
on a scale of 1 (Strongly Disagree) to 5 (Strongly Agree). 

For this section, four attitude scales were developed from the overall objectives of the program to 
assess whether the program had impacted students' attitudes/ values in the following areas: 1) 
importance of school/college; 2) enjoyment of school/ quality of school life; 3) school-related 
achievement outcomes; and 4) confidence. The importance of school scale was developed to 
measure the degree to which the program has changed students' perceptions of the relationship 
between long-term success/ fulfillment and finishing high school and/ or completing college. The 
enjoyment of school/ quality of school life scale also measures whether the program has impacted 
students' enjoyment and satisfaction with school, while the school-related achievement outcomes 
scale measures changes in attendance, grades, amount of homework done, and involvement in 
school-related activities. The confidence scale focuses on students' present perceptions of 
themselves, e.g., self-confidence in their academic abilities and capacity to perform well in school. 

Overall, MIND students responded very positively to items in the importance of school (84 percent 
positive response; mean value of 3.63) and confidence scales (81 percent positive response; mean 
value of 4.13). These results indicate that students' self-perceptions are currently very positive, and 
that the relationship students see between long-term success/ fulfillment and furthering their 
education is much greater than it was before MIND. Table 5 presents the results of 7th, 8th, and 
9th grade students' responses to the overall scales. 
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The scale with the lowest percent of overall positive response was school-related outcomes ( 42 
percent positive response; mean value of 3.27); enjoyment of school/quality of life was slightly 
higher (53 percent positive response; mean value of 3.49). These results suggest that the program 
has had moderate impact in changing students' achievement-related behavior and enjoyment of 
school/ quality of life. Eighth grade student responses are more positive than the 7th or 9th grade 
responses. 

Tables 6, 7, and 8 present a complete breakdown of the items within each of the four scales by 
grade level. Each table includes the sample size, percent of positive response, mean, and mode 
for each item. 

In general, there is a great deal of consistency among items within scales and among grade levels 
for importance of school/ college and confidence; responses for the other two scales are less 
consistent. In addition, the level of positive response for school-related achievement outcomes are 
quite low in comparison to the other scales. Two items in enjoyment of school, I do more 
homework now than I used to before I joined MIND, and I like going to school more now than before, 
were the only two items to be consistently rated lower across all three grade levels. Also of 
interest, the overall ratings for importance of school/ college increased in roughly equal increments 
the longer the students had been in the program (also refer to Table 5). 
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As a part of the MIND evaluation, building liaisons were asked whether the goals and objectives 
of MIND were appropriate and realistic. A number of respondents reported that some of the 
college-related activities were inappropriate for junior high students. In addition, they generally 
reported that poor communication and lack of information hurt the program more than anything 
else had. Some typical comments include: 

''Problem lies in implementation. " 

'We are aware that in some groups there was no curriculum. " 

"Goals for grade 8 focusing on post-secondary is too much--too early. It is also being pushed 
for grade 7 much too soon. " 

':At the junior high level there should be more emphasis on high school and selecting the right 
one for the student's needs and less on college. For instance, the college field trips, although 
good, should perhaps be conducted in 9th grade. Use 8th grade to get students out to the 
various high schools. " 

When teachers and building liaisons were asked how MIND students had reacted to the program, 
their responses were mixed. The majority of respondents indicated that students' reactions were 
generally more positive than negative; however, only one teacher reported that students had been 
significantly impacted by program activities. Some respondents also indicated that MIND activities 
duplicated work already going on in the classrooms. Some typical comments include: 

'These same students are sought after time after time and again and they are tired of being 
called out of class. " 

''With the inclusion of multi-cultural gender /fair activities, QuEST, and career education and 
high school preparation in advisory, students have reported duplication of activities and focus. " 

"Overall, students do not like what they are doing. Post high school speakers are inappropriate 
for junior high. This year's 8th graders who participated last year did not want to join again--it 
took parent pressure. Attendance through the year ran 50 percent. " 

''Students have had mixed feelings. Some have attended every meeting. Others have attended 
some meetings, and there are a percentage of students who were recommended and have chosen 
not to be involved. For those students who attended regularly, MIND has been something 
they've reacted to very positively." 
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Aspects of the Project Which Have Been Most/Least Helpful 

As part of the evaluation, students were asked what aspects of the project have been the most and 
least helpful to them. Overall, students in MIND indicated that a number of aspects of the 
program were helpful. Seventh grade students commented on the personal sharing, a field trip to 
Augsburg, and discussions about college. Some typical comments include: 

'1 liked the field trip to Augsburg College because I have found lots of interesting things about 
this college. " 

':A part of MIND I liked was discussing careers and participating in the field trips. " 

'1 liked meeting and discussing things; also participating in and being active in MIND projects. " 

Eighth grade students reported that the field trip to University of Minnesota and meetings dealing 
with their futures were helpful. Some of their comments include: 

"Going on field trips. " 

'The parts I like most about the MIND program are that they helped us have more confidence 
about ourselves succeeding through life. " 

Ninth grade students reported that the discussions related to minority issues and the information 
about college and jobs had been the most helpful. Some typical comments include: 

'1 liked the information that we received on job placement for people in our age group and also 
the advanced placement information. " 

''Discussions with my peers about issues that greatly affect minority students, and other students 
as well" 

A number of students in MIND also reported that there was nothing about the program that hadn't 
been helpful, that they would like more field trips, and that being pulled out of their regular classes 
for MIND had made it difficult for them to keep up in those classes at times. However, students 
were critical of what they saw as poorly planned, dull, uncoordinated meetings/ activities, and with 
group facilitators who canceled out at the last minute. In addition, 9th grade students expressed 
frustration at being marked absent from a class because their teachers had not been informed that 
they would be attending a MIND meeting/ activity that day. Some of their comments include: 

'We don't do that many activities." 

''Most of the speakers were boring and talked about the same things; the MIND program is one 
of the most boring classes ever. " 

"Sitting around and listening to stuff I already know. " 

'The disorganization of all of the activities and meetings that were held. " 
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'The varied times and places that we met. I never knew if there was a meeting until 5 or 10 
minutes before it began. " 

'The fact that some teachers will mark students absent when they are attending a MIND 
meeting, and on their report card, it will look like they skipped class. This also goes on their 
high school transcript, and colleges may not accept the student because it will appear that the 
student has attendance problems. " 

Aspects of the Program Which Are Going Well/What Needs to Be Changed 

Program staff were also asked what aspects of their programs were going well and what aspects 
needed to be changed/modified. Comments from respondents in Minneapolis generally indicated 
that, in their opinion, MIND has not been implemented or administered smoothly. School staff 
also expressed a number of concerns about pulling students out of classes for MIND (especially 
when pulled out of core classes). Some typical comments include: 

''MIND should be 'special' leadership emphasis--activity based, organized on what students need. 
Then they would make a commitment to participate on a meaningful basis. " 

"Curriculum needs to increase self-esteem, provide positive learning experiences, and monitor 
success at school " 

'The program is too low profile for the critically important role it's expected to play in improving 
students' achievement. Questions: 1) Why is there no articulated program focus? 2) Why are 
communications almost nonexistent? 3) How are we as teachers supposed to work with 
program directors if we don't work together?" 

'1t's not so much what needs to be changed as much as what needs to happen." 

"Select interested, sincere students . . . some may use MIND to escape regular classes and 
'hang-out'." 

Some school staff feel that MIND would be less disruptive as an after-school activity or as an 
exploratory class. Some typical comments include: 

'The at risk students are put at a further disadvantage for missing class instruction--become 
ftustrated--do not make up work, etc." 

'1 am not sure whether pulling them out of class or setting up a separate session after school 
is the best way to go. The MIND program needs to try a variety of methods to establish which 
is best." 

''Students in the MIND program should be pulled out of class only for field trips or occasions 
that cannot be conducted at any other time. " 

Students indicated that they want more interesting activities, meetings, and field trips. Some of 
their comments include: 
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''Have meetings on a regular basis and a regular group leader. This year, the meetings have 
been few and far between. I'd like to have a more structured meeting schedule. " 

''Have more fun meetings and trips." 

'1 wish the MIND program would improve by having more field trips so people can be more 
interested instead of just studying. " 

"Less paperwork and more experience. " 

Progress Made in Developing a "Pipeline to Colle,a:e" 

As a part of the evaluation process, students were asked whether they believe the program has 
increased their chances of getting into college. Overall, students in 7th grade (86 percent, N = 95), 
8th grade (91percent,N =118), and 9th grade (88percent,N =14) reported that their involvement 
in MIND has increased their chances of getting into college. Likewise, their comments related to 
increased self-understanding and confidence, and greater understanding of the career opportunities 
available. Some of their comments include: 

"Yes, it has made me notice that getting in trouble isn't worth it and to get my act together. 11 

''Yes, because I know more about college and how to work it. 11 

''Yes. It helps me think about my future. About what I could be and it helps me to think what 
things I could be. And it helps me to think about what college I'll go to. 11 

'1 know I will go to college with or without the program but it is helping me make decisions I 
am confused about. 11 

'They have opened my mind to different opportunities. It had made me see that I am 
somebody and can achieve anything that I put my mind to. 11 

'1 feel that the program has shown me the options that I have for college. It has showed me 
what I need to be doing in high school so that I can get into the college I want to. 11 

Technical/Support Services Needed/Wanted the Most 

School staff in Minneapolis reported great dissatisfaction and frustration with MIND-related 
communication. Teachers universally indicated that they received little information about the 
purpose of MIND, what types of activities/events their students were involved in when they were 
pulled out of classes, or when their students were going to be pulled out. They suggested that the 
MIND staff attend a faculty meeting at the beginning of the school year to explain the program and 
that meeting/ event dates be communicated much better than they have been in the past. 

Principals and building liaisons indicated that MIND's communication with them has been 
inadequate and that the central office needs to provide increased clerical support. They also 
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reported that group facilitators need to be made more accountable for their commitment to the 
program, that parents need more information/feedback regarding MIND goals and 
activities/events, and that there needs to be more consistency/regularity of MIND meetings than 
there has been. Some of typical comments include: 

'.'.As teachers, we have no idea what they do when they are pulled from class. 11 

'There is no process for communication with teachers--there is no time or place set aside. 11 

'1 do not know: 1) if my students are attending; 2) what activities they are doing; 3) what 
impact that has on them. Other than a list of students, I know NOTHING about what has 
transpired. 11 

'1 have heard of MIND--but that's all--sony. 11 

''Staff people in the buildings might be more successful and committed if paid. More time to 
meet with students--get to know students and build a relationship with school and individual 
students. 11 

'The MIND coordinator needs to do the groundwork in the buildings. College student leaders 
need 807 [Le., central office} clerical support. 11 

'The program enjoys, at best, second class citizenship. It has no good meeting room, no board, 
not even enough chairs at times. 11 

'The program is extremely important, because we need to develop leaders among all groups in 
society and especially minorities; yet, I don't see the resources, the recognition, the interest, the 
energy and the urgency. I don't believe that all the kids need are minority role models, though 
these are essential and we did our best to provide them with them. " 

'The central office needs to take a stronger role in inf onning all parties of procedures and issues 
and keep better records. 11 

Factors Promoting/Limiting Success 

Factors Promoting/Limiting the Project Overall 

A factor which has promoted the success of the overall program has been the strong conceptual 
commitment that individuals directly and indirectly involved with the program have exhibited. It 
is evident from comments made by teachers, administrators, students, and parents that people 
believe the basic operating principles of the program are worth pursuing. 

However, a number of factors limited the success of the program. First, discrepancies between the 
vision of the original proposal and the events that have actually taken place in the school systems 
limited the overall effectiveness of the program. For example, a specific objective of the proposal 
was to enhance collaboration and cooperation among the public school systems and public/private 
post-secondary institutions. With the exception of several field trips and other related activities, 
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the progress made towards this goal has been minimal. A second objective of the proposal focused 
on enhancing the academic foundation of minority high school students in order to prepare them 
for college. While a certain number of academic-related activities have been scheduled for 9th 
graders, the progress made towards developing the "academic foundation" of minority students 
needs to be examined. A third objective of the proposal targeted the involvement of parents or 
significant adult care givers, teachers, and school administrators in the design and implementation 
of support programs; progress towards this objective on the overall level was nonexistent, i.e., 
parents from both Minneapolis and St. Paul working together. 

A second factor which negatively affected the effectiveness of the overall program relates to the 
confusion surrounding specific institutional roles and prior commitments. Discrepancies still exist 
in the following areas: 

Project Coordination. The original program proposal named the University as the primary 
coordinator and knowledge base for the project, however, for a number of reasons described 
earlier, this coordination role did not develop. 

Ongoing Evaluation and Lon~tudinal Research. The original program proposal and a 
memo from John Wallace (dated April 20, 1987) indicated that the University would use its 
resources to conduct annual program evaluation and longitudinal research. Four months 
later, representatives from the University, Minneapolis Public Schools, and the St. Paul 
Public Schools signed the formal Agreement which stated that the districts would be 
responsible for developing and submitting their specific evaluation plans to an Evaluation 
Policy Committee. However, the overall Evaluation Policy Committee has not been 
established and confusion still exists as to who is financially and administratively responsible 
for conducting the yearly district evaluations and longitudinal research. Meetings were held 
in 1988 to begin to clarify roles, and in July 1989, St. Paul had an outside evaluation 
consultant submit a proposal, however, the study was not conducted due to the University's 
lack of response to the proposal. While Minneapolis has collected informal formative 
student feedback, St. Paul has collected standardized test and affective survey data on 
participating students. The current evaluation was commissioned by the Office of the 
Associate Provost and Associate Vice President of Academic Affairs with responsibility for 
minority affairs to assess program status in 1989-1990. 

Post-Secondary Institutions. There are numerous discrepancies (including the original 
proposal) regarding which post-secondary institutions are targeted and included in the 
program. While a number of references in documents refer to "Minnesota post-secondary 
institutions" and "public and private post-secondary institutions" in general, other references 
specifically define post-secondary as the University of Minnesota. 

Promise of Financial Commitment for Colle~e Tuition. There has also been confusion 
regarding the extent to which the overall program has promised to pay students' college 
tuition. For example, first year MEP students were told that their college tuition was 
included as a part of being in MEP. On the other hand, MIND did not relay that type of 
a commitment. While the original proposal specifically mentions the President's 
Outstanding Minority Scholarship Program (50 four-year merit scholarships per year), the 
Faculty Mentor Program (mentorship program with college faculty), and an endowment for 
Minority Scholars Development Program to support graduate study, the only written 
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reference which promised college money to MIND / MEP students in general was an article 
written by Bruce Benidt in the Star Tribune (January 22, 1989). 

A third factor which has negatively affected the overall effectiveness of the program is related to 
accountability. Because the evaluation/ research component of the project was not implemented 
as proposed, no formal or ongoing research/ evaluation of the program has occurred until this 
evaluation. Other than the informal evaluative efforts within districts, little feedback has been 
available to aid project staff in formative decision-making. In addition, the "program effectiveness 
reports and numbers" which have been periodically generated during the past several years appear 
to have been based largely on anecdotal data and enrollment numbers--neither of which is capable 
of providing the information needed for evaluating program effectiveness. 

A final factor which also hindered program effectiveness is related to the basic documentation 
systems, i.e., record keeping, enrollment numbers, attendance records, etc., maintained the past 
three years. Because the program overall has not had a systematic evaluation component, no 
unified system for documenting program-related information has been established. As a result, 
gathering information is often a time consuming process and the information which has been 
collected across program sites has been inconsistent. 

Factors Promoting/Limiting Minorities in New Directions (MIND) 

A factor which promoted the effectiveness of MIND is related to the second MIND Program 
Coordinator, Al Lopez. Mr. Lopez established contacts and networked extensively with numerous 
individuals, agencies, and groups throughout the Twin City metropolitan area. In addition to many 
of the activities which were arranged for students, negotiating with the University to hire college 
work study students .as group facilitators was innovative and cost-effective. The Program 
Coordinator, who also worked directly with MIND students, established outstanding rapport with 
students. 

Building liaisons indicated that two factors which promoted the success of MIND the most were 
the quality of students and their interest in MIND. Some of their comments include: 

'The participation of students, parents, and volunteers. " 

"Quality of the students. " 

However, a number of factors, many of them system-related, adversely affected the MIND program. 
A first factor which greatly limited the effectiveness of MIND is related to the financing/ budgeting 
and implementation plans which the district used in starting up the program. In retrospect, by 
arranging to receive its monies in three equal annual installments, the district, first of all, limited 
itself of the funds needed to adequately initiate a major new program. Consequently, Minneapolis 
did not have the financial resources needed to generate public awareness and understanding of 
MIND which led, in turn, to low visibility within the community. In addition, the district only had 
only enough money to hire one full-time individual as Program Coordinator and limited part-time 
clerical support. 

Lack of political and administrative support is a second factor which limited the successfulness of 
MIND. MIND lost its key administrative support when Richard Green, former Superintendent of 
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Minneapolis Public Schools, resigned and accepted a position as Chancellor of Education in New 
York City. In addition to Green's departure from Minneapolis, other administrative changes 
affecting MIND at district headquarters occurred. Consequently, no visible support for MIND 
developed, e.g., it is not clear whether Minneapolis provided matching funds for more than the first 
year of the program. 

A third factor which is closely related to lack of political and administrative support is the low 
status that the MIND program had within the Minneapolis Public School system. It was evident 
during the course of the evaluation and from respondents' lack of awareness that the promotion 
of the program to schools, school staff, and to parents had had limited success. 

A fourth factor which hindered the effectiveness of MIND relates to how the program coordinator 
position was established and filled each year. As set in motion, the program coordinator position 
included the 42 week school year only; no one was in the position over the summer months. In 
addition, the job position was also posted each year which fostered instability and created 
uncertainty in the program's key administrative position. For example, the original program 
coordinator resigned mid-year during the first year to accept a permanent district position. As a 
result, Mr. Lopez assumed the position well into the school year, with limited resources to 
implement MIND activities. 

The unreliability of the group facilitators was a fifth factor which limited the effectiveness of the 
MIND program. While using college work study students as group facilitators was especially 
innovative in light of the program's limited financial resources, unqualified and uncommitted 
students often, with little or no warning, failed to show for group meetings which left school staff 
in the lurch; this seriously undermined the credibility and worth of the program. 

Student transiency within the Minneapolis school district also limited the effectiveness of the MIND 
program. More specifically, school transfers made it difficult to follow individual students as well 
as maintain current enrollment/ activity counts; a number of students appeared to have gotten lost 
in the district. 

Another factor which limited the effectiveness of the project is related to the program's reliance 
on volunteers, students, and school staff members. Much of the leadership and momentum of the 
program was entrusted to volunteers, students, and staff members who already had full-time 
responsibilities. In addition to varied and changing commitment levels, these groups were never 
provided with the training and guidance they were truly needed. 

The administration and implementation of MIND, assigned to only one full-time staff person, also 
hindered the effectiveness of the program. Principals, building liaisons, and teachers frequently 
reported that poor program coordination and follow-through, inadequate materials and resources, 
lack of qualified, reliable group facilitators, lack of continuity, and poor communication with school 
staff, parents, and students seriously limited the success of the project. Some typical comments 
include: 

''Poor coordination from downtown. Lack of consistency in leadership. Leaders not following 
MIND curriculum" 
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''Not enough stru.cture, not enough communication--the activities should be student-based and 
developmentally appropriate, fun as well as educational. Almost no communication to parents. " 

''Lack of focussed plans, objectives, understanding by both students and facilitators of the goals 
and processes of the program; lack of training of facilitators, and selection criteria for both 
students and facilitators. " 

''I think fewer than 30 students per grade should be identified, so that students involved are 
really interested. At 30 per grade, there are too many half-hearted students involved. " 

Recommendations 

Given the issues and problem areas which have been identified in the evaluation, the following 
general recommendations are suggested: 

.. Continue the Program. It is evident from comments made by teachers, administrators, 
students, and parents that they believe the basic philosophy and operating principles of the 
early-intervention programs are worth developing and pursuing. Even with minimal 
"treatment" (a pull-out program meeting only twice a month), students reported that the 
program has affected them positively, i.e., increased their chances of going to college and 
given them valuable insight into the career options available to them. Consequently, the 
program should continue to develop as part of the six year "pipeline to college." 

.. Clarify Organizational Roles. Program Leadership and Coordination: The University 
should continue assuming full responsibility for coordinating the program across the school 
districts, e.g., a permanent part-time research assistant, supervised by the Office of the 
Associate Provost and Associate Vice President for Academic Affairs, with special 
responsibility for minority affairs, could be hired to be a liaison between the University and 
the school systems. 
Program Evaluation: Systematic yearly summative and formative evaluation needs to begin 
across school districts. The University should assume financial responsibility for conducting 
the annual evaluations. 
Longitudinal Research: A longitudinal research study needs to be designed and data 
targeted for tracking, e.g., number of students enrolled in advanced placement courses. In 
order to reduce the amount paperwork expected of program staff in the districts, CAREi 
might assume responsibility for developing and managing project information in a database. 
Advisory Committee: An overall Advisory Committee comprising representatives from the 
University and each school district, parents and students from each school district, 
mentors/ group facilitators from each school district, representatives from other 
private/ public post-secondary institutions, and members of the Twin Cities minority 
community should be established to oversee and monitor program direction and the 
evaluation/longitudinal research component. Likewise, an Advisory Committee should be 
maintained in each school district to oversee program activities. 

.. Clarify Focus of the Program. In clarifying the focus of the program, both the content and 
structure of the program need to be examined. First, the content of the program currently 
comprises a variety of pieces, i.e., self-esteem, mentorship, career counseling, etc. 
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Consequently, the future focus and direction of the program needs to be examined and 
clarified, e.g., what is and bow is "enhancing the academic foundation of minority students" 
going to be defined and operationalized? Because the mentorship component of the 
program was well received by the students, program staff should also consider the 
value/ worth of expanding both the amount of time that the mentors/ group facilitators have 
with students as well as their overall role in the program. Second, the program should 
continue to develop and structure the sequence of the content in order to ensure that it is 
introduced to students in a time frame that is developmentally appropriate to each grade 
level. Teachers and students also expressed concerns related to the value of the current 
pull-out format of the program and, in some cases, the lack of enrollment criteria/ standards. 
Each school system should, first of all, examine the advantages and limitations of changing 
the program from the pull-out format to that of an elective and/ or after-school activity, as 
well as consider the importance of clarifying enrollment criteria/ standards for student 
inclusion. However, regardless of the final format selected or enrollment criteria/ standards 
instituted, students need to be provided with predictable, regular meeting times they can 
count on. 

"' Expand Parent Involvement. An objective of the program targeted the involvement of 
parents or significant adult care givers, teachers, and school administrators in the design and 
implementation of support programs. MIND should continue to expand the present levels 
of parent involvement; simply put, strong parent involvement is one of the best ways of 
ensuring the longevity and effectiveness of the program. In addition, when viewing the 
MIND program as an educational/ social intervention from a systems perspective, the 
programs cannot be expected to be successful in the long-term if the entire family has not 
been included in the intervention strategy. 

"' Locate Permanent Funding for the Program. The results of the evaluation convincingly 
demonstrate the great potential of the MIND program towards developing a "pipeline to 
college" for Twin Cities minority students. However, in order for the programs to be 
effective and stable in the long-term, both the staff and students involved need to be 
protected from the short-term funding of "another programmatic fad" or from token funding 
arrangements. Consequently, procuring ongoing permanent funding for the programs should 
be a top priority for each school district, with a concomitant long-ter.m commitment from 
the University for collaborative evaluation and developmental support. 
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\ -- ------Agreement for ImQle.inentation of the CQmpre,hen,sive Program 
to Foster the SUccess Qf Minority Students 

'Ihis :-loo.nnent is a merrorarrlurn of urxierstan:lin:;J between the Minneapolis 
Schools, the Saint Paul Schools, an:l the University of Minnesota concerning 
the impleirentation of the Corrprehensive Pro;Jrarn to Foster the Success of 
Minority Students. It is inteOOed to clarify issues about furxiing, 
particularly about the arrounts of :furding to COire from the SUper Valu
McKnight grant, the Minneapolis an:l Saint Paul school systems, an:l from 
other external furrl-raising. 

Some principles that will guide the cooperation between the three 
institutions are as follor,..r.;. 

Principle I over the next six years we want to establish in each system 
basic academic year enrichment an:l support programs which will se:rve a 
substantial proportion-from 1/ 4 to 1/ 2--of minority students in grades 7 
through 12 in the Minneapolis an:l Saint Paul public schools. 

Principle II 'lhe lorq tenn goal is to establish successful basic academic 
year enrichment an:l support programs that are a regular part of the schools' 
activities an:l which have a stable furxiing base. 

Principle III For the middle tenn, the next six years or so, we will 
stimulate the development of these basic academic year programs by raisi..rq 
:furds from private donors an:l fourxiations to cover a significant portion-
25% to 50%--of direct costs of implementi..rq the programs. 

Principle zy 'lhere will be careful annual review of the effectiveness of 
the programs in each district; renewal of furrling from one year to the next 
will be contirqent on deironstrated effectiveness in fostering the academic 
success of minority .students. 

'lhe approach to evaluation will be sensitive to the differences bet\.[een the 
two school districts an:l will be developed in three stages. First,· an 
appropriate "evaluation policy" group will develop general guidelines for 
evaluation plans. Secom, the irrlividual districts will devise detailed 
evaluation plans in the light of the guidelines. 'lhird, the evaluation 
policy group will review the detailed plans to make sure that they fit the 
intention of the guidelines. 

In making resource allocation reconmerrlations to the Academic Vice 
President, the leadership Council will review the results of the schools' 
evaluations an:l, as necessacy, seek interpretations of the data from school 
evaluation experts an:l others. 

Principle v once the basic academic year programs are in place in each 
district, it will be natural for irrlividual districts an:l even irrlividual 
schools to design arrl seek resources for local enhancements- "new bells an:l 
whistles"- to the basic program. 'Ihis natural developrent is appropriate 
an:l is to be encouraged, so lorq as it prese:rves the inte;Jrity of ard. the 
support for the basic program. 
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Principle YI We will link the basic academic year program with existing 
summer enriclunent programs and seek to stimulate the developrrent of new 
summer enriclunent programs needed to create a continuum of year-rourrl 
programming from grades 7 through 12. 

Given these principles, a key issue is: what is a reasonable and affordable 
level of direct costs for the programs? In the ~ year we will 
urrlertake a detailed review of the experience arourrl the country with 
prtXJICUY'S of the type we are tryin:J to implement. 'IWo examples set some 
parameters. As Eugene I.an:;' s program has been described in the press, he 
hired a social worker to work with a group of 55 students: the social worker 
met with the students in same regular way, a.rra.n;Jed for tutorin:J an:i other 
support as needed, etc. With salary, travel, an:i supplies for this person, 
we are probably looking at annual costs of not less than $40,000, or about 
$700 per student. A program at the Illinois Institute of Technology, for 
Cllicago public school students in grades 5 through 12, pays medical students 
or advanced urrlergraduates $100 per m::>nth to mentor four students in 
carrying out science fair projects; the program also pays for supplies the 
students need to do their projects. Assurnin:J a nine-m::>nth school year and 
nontrivial costs for administration, the annual costs appear to be on the 
order of $300-$400 per student. 

'llle Minneapolis and Saint Paul schools have each developed plans that 
involve new direct costs in the first year of $600 per student. A positive 
learning CUIVe should enable us to lower costs significantly in succeeding 
years. 

'llle proposal to SUper Valu called for an investment from the grant of 
$300,000 over the first three years in the academic year enrichment programs 
for seventh, eighth, and ninth graders. Recognizing this constraint an:i 
also recognizin:J that per student costs are higher in the first year of the 
program, we are adopting the following plan for the first three yea.rs of the 
project: 

Costs in the first year will be al:x:>ut $600 per student. We will 
lower costs per student to $450 in the second year and to $300 in 
the third year of the program. over the three-year period each 
district will receive $150,000, or 25% of direct costs, from the 
SUpe.r Valu-Mc:Knight grant. Minneapolis will receive its grant on 
the schedule: $50,000-$50,000-$50,000. Saint Paul will receive 
its grant on the schedule: $100,000-$25,000-$25,000. 'llle balance 
of costs in each of the three years will be met by the two 
individual school districts. 

'Ibis plan is surmnarized on the followir'q table: 
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to Foster the success of Minority stuctenw 

Budget Proiect.ion 

Costs Sdnts $/Sdnt Grant 

1987-88 
Minneapolis $ 150,000 250 $ 600 $ 50,000 
St. Paul $ 150,000 250 $ 600 $ 100,000 

1988-89 
Minneapolis $ 225,000 500 $ 450 $ 50,000 
St. Paul $ 225,000 500 $ 450 $ 25,000 

1989-90 
Minneapolis $ 225,000 750 $ 300 $ 50,000 
St.Paul $ 225,000 750 $ 300 $ 25,000 

'IOI'AIS: $1,200,000 3000 $ 400 $ 300,000 
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School Dist. 

$ 100,000 
$ 50,000 

$ 175,000 
$ 200,000 

$ 175,000 
$ 200,000 

$ 900,000 

'lbe projections for 1988-89 and 1989-90 in this plan are subject to review 
and possible revision in the light of experience with the programs in 1987-
88. . 

/ 

. ::~ L /;~~-·,.._/~] 
~~Ben)~: Provost 
and Vice President for 
Academic Affairs 
University of Minnesota 

August 27, 1987 
Date 

JW:ap 
August 24, 1987 

WLii_w_fif 
David tt 
SUperinterrlent 
St. Paul Public Schools 
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Data Collection Plan 

Evaluation Question Information Needed I nfonnation Source* Collection Method 

Questions Related to Project Development and Implementation 

1. What are the roles 
and/or responsibilities of 
the major parties 
involved in the project? 

- list of definitions, 
agreements, responsi
bilities, and opera
tional standards among 
the major parties. 

- financial responsibili
ties/ commitments 
negotiated. 

- status of the consensus 
reached. 

- project leadership. 
- site program admin-

istrators. 
- project records and 

materials. 

- interviews; records 
analysis. 

Time Frame Party Responsible 

- April. - CAREi. 
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Evaluation Question Information Needed Information Source 

2. What goals, 
intended outcomes, and 
targeted changes have 
been developed? 

3. What activities have 
been planned to bring 
about the goals, intended 
outcomes, and targeted 
changes? 

4. What activities/ 
models have been 
implemented? 

5. How will each 
project site know when it 
has been successful? 

- list/description of the 
goals, intended 
outcomes, and targeted 
changes developed at 
each site. 

- list/description of 
instructional and 
learning activities 
planJ!ed at each site. 

list/ description of 
intended/planned 
activities compared to 
a list/description of 
activities actually 
implemented at each 
site. 

list/description of the 
criteria used to 
determine success and 
nonsuccess at each 
project site. 

- project leadership. 
- site program admin-

istrators. 
- project records and 

materials. 

- project leadership. 
- site program admin-

istrators. 
- project records and 

materials. 

- project leadership. 
- site program admin-

istrators. 
- site program staff. 
- parents. 
- students. 

project records and 
materials. 

project leadership. 
- site program admin

istrators. 
- project records and 

materials. 

Collection Method 

- interviews; records 
analysis. 

- interviews; records 
analysis. 

- interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

interviews; records 
analysis. 

Time Frame 

- document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

- document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

- document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

Party Responsible 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 
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Evaluation Question Information Needed Information Source 

6. How did the 
respective school districts 
get their programs off 
the ground procedurally 
and what factors figured 
significantly in the 
process, either negatively 
or positively? 

7. What population is 
the project serving? 

what political and/or 
structural variables 
significantly affected 
implementation. 

- to what extent were 
superintendents, school 
boards, adv isory 
boards, associate 
superintendents, 
principals involved. 
Was their involvement 
critical? Helpful? Not 
necessary? 

- list/description of 
student population 
involved at each site. 

- list/description of 
students who chose not 
to be involved. 

- list/description of 
students who have 
dropped out/quit (if 
appropriate) and their 
reasons for exit. 

- project leadership. 
- site program admin-

istrators. 
- site program staff. 
- project records and 

materials. 

- site program admin
istrators. 

- non-participants. 
- project records and 

materials. 

Questions Related to Current Operations/Future Implementation 

8. What aspects of the 
projects are going well 
and what aspects of the 
projects need to be 
changed/modified and 
why? 

- reactions, feedback, 
and opinion regarding 
the project. 

- project leadership. 
- site program admin-

istrators. 
- site program staff. 
- parents. 
- students. 
- project records and 

materials. 

Collection Method 

- interviews; 
instruments; 
analysis. 

survey 
records 

- interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

Time Frame 

- document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

- document in April. 

document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

Party Resoonsible 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 
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Evaluation Question Information Needed Information Source 

9. What types of 
baseline data are needed 
to measure project 
outcomes? 

10. What support 
services /techni cal 
support do the project 
settings need/want the 
most? If wanted/needed 
support services, what is 
the best way for those 
services to be provided? 

- reactions, feedback, 
and opinion regarding 
baseline data needs. 

- which of the desired 
data currently exist and 
in what format. 

- if new data must be 
generated, to what 
degree can/should we 
collect, store, format, 
and disseminate these 
new data. 

- list/description of the 
types of support 
services and/or 
technical support that 
the project settings 
want/need the most. 

Questions Related to Project Effectiveness 

11. Whatnew/addition
al activities/resources 
have been developed? 

list/ description of 
new/additional 
activities/ resources 
developed. 

- impact of having 
college students as 
group facilitators and 
role models. 

- reactions/perceptions 
of the curriculum and 
instructional activities. 

- project leadership. 
- site program admin-

istrators. 
- project records and 

materials. 

- project leadership. 
site program admin
istrators. 

- site program staff. 
- project records and 

materials. 

- site program admin-
istrators. 

- site program staff.· 
- parents. 
- students. 
- project records and 

materials. 

Collection Method 

- interviews; records 
analysis. 

- interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

- interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

Time Frame 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

- assess and analyze 
needs/wants in May. 

document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

Party Responsible 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 
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Evaluation Question 

12. What impact has 
the project had on 
students and parents? 

13. What impact has 
the project had on the 
quality of education? 

14. What aspects of the 
project have been the 
most/least helpful to 
students? 

Information Needed 

- targeted changes which 
have occurred. 

- unintended changes 
which have occurred. 

- impact of having a 
long-term (6 year) 
commitment to 
students. 

- why outcomes have 
occurred (incident?). 

- reactions, feedback, 
and opinions to the 
project. 

effect that the project 
has had in schools. 

- whether the project 
has interfered with 
ongoing classes. 

- comparison of what 
school was like before 
and is like now. 

- reactions, feedback, 
and opinions to the 
project. 

- reactions, feedback, 
and opinions regarding 
the project. 

Information Source 

- site program admin-
istrators. 

- site program staff. 
- parents. 
- students. 
- project records and 

materials. 

site program admin
istrators. 

- site program staff. 
- parents. 
- students. 
- project records and 

materials. 

- project leadership. 
- site program admin-

istrators. 
- site program staff. 
- parents. 
- students. 
- project records and 

materials. 

Collection Method 

- interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

- interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

- interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

Time Frame 

- documentprogressand 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

- documentprogressand 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

- document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

Party Resoonsible 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 
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Evaluation Question 

15. What progress has 
been made towards 
developing the "pipeline 
to college" for the target 
population? 

16. W h a t fa c t o r s 
promoted/limited the 
success of the project? 

Information Needed 

- reactions, feedback, 
and opinions regarding 
the project. 

- what particular types 
of "pipeline" services 
are MIND /MEP staff 
interested in obtaining 
for their students. 

- what role, if any, do 
MIND /MEP staff see 
thecommunity-at-large 
playing in the 
"pipeline" process. 

- cost-effectiveness of 
the project. 

- elements in the context 
which have affected 
and/or influenced the 
success of the project. 

- specific factors in the 
context which limit 
and/or enhance staff 
ability to serve the 
target populations. 

Information Source 

project leadership. 
site program admin
istrators. 

- site program staff. 
- parents. 
- students. 
- project records and 

materials. 

project leadership. 
site program admin
istrators. 

- site program staff. 
- parents. 
- students. 
- project records and 

materials. 

Collection Method 

- interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

- interviews; survey 
instruments; and 
records analysis. 

Time Frame 

document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

document progress and 
status in April. 

- assess and analyze 
findings in May. 

Partv Resoonsible 

- CAREi. 

- CAREi. 
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Dear Parent: 

7th Grade Parent Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

As you are aware, your child has been involved with the Minorities in New Directions (MIND) in 
conjunction with the Minneapolis Public School District. Because MIND is a new program, school 
administrators are interested in determining ( 1) what impact the project has had on students so far 
this year and (2) whether the project has been operating as planned. As a result, the Center for 
Applied Research and Educational Improvement (CAREI) at the University of Minnesota has been 
contracted to conduct an external evaluation focusing on these areas. 

Attached is a short Inventory which has been designed for parents. As a parent, you are in the best 
possible position to provide us with valuable information about the effectiveness of MIND. 
Through sharing your experiences and concerns here, you will help us to make improvements and 
determine the effectiveness of the program. 

Please complete the attached Inventory which will take about 20 minutes and return it in the 
enclosed stamped, addressed envelope to CAREI by May 14, 1990. The success of the survey 
depends on everyone returning the Inventory as soon as possible and responding frankly and 
honestly. After the data have been tabulated, you will be informed of the results. 

You should also know that this survey inventory has been designed so that your responses will be 
kept anonymous. If you have any questions regarding the survey, please feel free to contact Al 
Lopez, MIND Program Coordinator, at 627-2138, or John Bosma, Jennifer Ebin, or Linda 
Grummer at CAREi ( 624-0300). Thank you for your cooperation and time. 

Sincerely, 

Al Lopez, MIND Program Coordinator 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

John Bosma, Evaluation/ Research Consultant 
Jennifer Ebin, Research Assistant 
Linda Grummer, Research Assistant 
Center for Applied Research and Educational 
Improvement 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to 
any of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



1. Which of the following MIND activities/ projects ha5 your child been involved in? (Check 
one box for each activity / project listed below.) 

Has Not Been Has Been Don't Know 
Activity / Project Involved Involved* if Involved 

Self Observation Scale D D D 
Choosing Feelings D D D 
Knowing Myself D D D 
My Favorite Things D D D 
Notetaking D D D 

Textbook D D D 
Summer Program D D D 
Time Management D D D 
Field Trip D D D 
Other D D D 

*Of the activities/ projects that your child has been involved with, which ones have been the 
most worthwhile? 

2. Have you been involved in any of your child's MIND activities/ projects? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. ---------------------------

3. What impact has MIND had on your child? Please be specific. 
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4. What parts of MIND bas your child liked the most? 

5. What parts of MIND bas your child liked the least? 

6. Do you feel that MIND is increasing your child's chances of getting into college? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. --------------------------
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A number of parents have made the following statements about MIND. For each item listed 
below, circle the response that best expresses your experiences. 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly Agree 
DD D u A AA 

1. My child enjoys going to school very much. DD D u A AA 

2. Since being in MIND, my child's attendance at school has DD D u A AA 
improved. 

3. My child believes that s/ he is smart enough to do well in college DD D u A AA 
if s/ he wants to. 

4. My child likes going to school more now than s/ he did before DD D u A AA 
joining MIND. 

5. Since being in MIND, my child's grades have improved. DD D u A AA 

6. My child believes that s/ he is smart enough to do well in school DD D u A AA 
now if s/ he wants to. 

7. School is more interesting to my child now than it used to be. DD D u A AA 

8. My child works harder at getting her / his homework done than DD D u A AA 
s/ he did before joining MIND. 

9. My child usually understands what her / his teachers are talking DD D u A AA 
about in her / his classes. 

10. My child does more homework now than s/ he used to before DD D u A AA 
joining MIND. 

11. My child talks to her/ his group facilitator regularly. DD D u A AA 

12. My child's teachers think of her / him as basically a good student. DD D u A AA 

13. My child has met new friends through MIND. DD D u A AA 

14. My child's group facilitator has been very helpful to her / him. DD D u A AA 

15. My child feels more confident about her/ his ability to be DD D u A AA 
successful than s/ he used to. 

16. My child discusses/ studies topics in MIND that are never talked DD D u A AA 
about in her / his other classes. 

17. My child is more involved in school-related activities than before DD D u A AA 
s/he joined MIND. 

18. Overall, my child is a good student. DD D u A AA 
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Dear Parent: 

8th Grade Parent Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

As you are aware, your child has been involved with the Minorities in New Directions (MIND) in 
conjunction with the Minneapolis Public School District. Because MIND is a new program, school 
administrators are interested in determining (1) what impact the project has had on students so far 
this year and (2) whether the project has been operating as planned. As a result, the Center for 
Applied Research and Educational Improvement (CAREi) at the University of Minnesota has been 
contracted to conduct an external evaluation focusing on these areas. 

Attached is a short Inventory which has been designed for parents. As a parent, you are in the best 
possible position to provide us with valuable information about the effectiveness of MIND. 
Through sharing your experiences and concerns here, you will help us to make improvements and 
determine the effectiveness of the program. 

Please complete the attached Inventory which will take about 20 minutes and return it in the 
enclosed stamped, addressed envelope to CAREi by May 14, 1990. The success of the survey 
depends on everyone returning the Inventory as soon as possible and responding frankly and 
honestly. After the data have been tabulated, you will be informed of the results. 

You should also know that this survey inventory has been designed so that your responses will be 
kept anonymous. If you have any questions regarding the survey, please feel free to contact Al 
Lopez, MIND Program Coordinator, at 627-2138, or John Bosma, Jennifer Ebin, or Linda 
Grummer at CAREi (624-0300). Thank you for your cooperation and time. 

Sincerely, 

Al Lopez, MIND Program Coordinator 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

John Bosma, Evaluation/ Research Consultant 
Jennifer Ebin, Research Assistant 
Linda Grummer, Research Assistant 
Center for Applied Research and Educational 
Improvement 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to 
any of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



1. Which of the following MIND activities/ projects has your child been involved in? (Check 
one box for each activity / project listed below.) 

Has Not Been Has Been Don't Know 
Activity /Project Involved Involved* if Involved 

IDEAS, Interest Inventory D D D 
Magnet, High School Visit D D D 
Inroads, Guest Speaker D D D 
Health Sciences Minority Program D D D 

Target, Guest Speaker D D D 
M.C.C., Guest Speaker D D D 
M.T.C., Guest Speaker D D D 
Metro State, Guest Speaker D D D 

Augsburg College, Guest Speaker D D D 
Wm. Mitchell, Guest Speaker D D D 
St. Thomas, Guest Speaker D D D 
C.L.A, Guest Speaker D D D 

G.C., Guest Speaker D D D 
I.T., Guest Speaker D D D 
Summer Programs Information D D D 
Field Trip D D D 

Employment Topics D D D 
Other D D D 

*Of the activities/ projects that your child has been involved with, which ones have been the 
most worthwhile? 

2. Have you been involved in any of your child's MIND activities/ projects? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. --------------------------
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3. What impact has MIND had on your child? Please be specific. 

4. What parts of MIND has your child liked the most? 

5. What parts of MIND bas your child liked the least? 

6. Do you feel that MIND is increasing your child's chances of getting into college? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. --------------------------
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A number of parents have made the following statements about MIND. For each item listed 
below, circle the response that best expresses your experiences. 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly Agree 
DD D u A AA 

1. My child enjoys going to school very much. DD D u A AA 

2. Since being in MIND, my child's attendance at school has DD D u A AA 
improved. 

3. My child believes that s/ he is smart enough to do well in college DD D u A AA 
if s/ he wants to. 

4. My child likes going to school more now than s/ he did before DD D u A AA 
joining MIND. 

5. Since being in MIND, my child's grades have improved. DD D u A AA 

6. My child believes that s/ he is smart enough to do well in school 
now if s/ he wants to. 

DD D u A AA 

7. School is more interesting to my child now than it used to be. DD D u A AA 

8. My child works harder at getting her / his homework done than 
s/ he did before joining MIND. 

DD D u A AA 

9. My child usually understands what her / his teachers are talking DD D u A AA 
about in her / his classes. 

10. My child does more homework now than s/ he used to before DD D u A AA 
joining MIND. 

11. My child talks to her / his group facilitator regularly. DD D u A AA 

12. My child's teachers think of her / him as basically a good student. DD D u A AA 

13. My child has met new friends through MIND. DD D u A AA 

14. My child's group facilitator has been very helpful to her / him. DD D u A AA 

15. My child feels more confident about her / his ability to be DD D u A AA 
successful than s/ he used to. 

16. My child discusses/ studies topics in MIND that are never talked DD D u A AA 
about in her / his other classes. 

17. My child is more involved in school-related activities than before DD D u A AA 
s/he joined MIND. 

18. Overall, my child is a good student. DD D u A AA 
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Dear Parent: 

9th Grade Parent Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

As you are aware, your child has been involved with the Minorities in New Directions (MIND) in 
conjunction with the Minneapolis Public School District. Because MIND is a new program, school 
administrators are interested in determining (1) what impact the project has had on students so far 
this year and (2) whether the project has been operating as planned. As a result, the Center for 
Applied Research and Educational Improvement (CAREi) at the University of Minnesota has been 
contracted to conduct an external evaluation focusing on these areas. 

Attached is a short Inventory which has been designed for parents. As a parent, you are in the best 
possible position to provide us with valuable information about the effectiveness of MIND. 
Through sharing your experiences and concerns here, you will help us to make improvements and 
determine the effectiveness of the program. 

Please complete the attached Inventory which will take about 20 minutes and return it in the 
enclosed stamped, addressed envelope to CAREi by May 14, 1990. The success of the survey 
depends on everyone returning the Inventory as soon as possible and responding frankly and 
honestly. After the data have been tabulated, you will be informed of the results. 

You should also know that this survey inventory has been designed so that your responses will be 
kept anonymous. If you have any questions regarding the survey, please feel free to contact Al 
Lopez, MIND Program Coordinator, at 627-2138, or John Bosma, Jennifer Ebin, or Linda 
Grummer at CAREi ( 624-0300). Thank you for your cooperation and time. 

Sincerely, 

Al Lopez, MIND Program Coordinator 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

John Bosma, Evaluation/ Research Consultant 
Jennifer Ebin, Research Assistant 
Linda Grummer, Research Assistant 
Center for Applied Research and Educational 
Improvement 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to 
any of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



l 

1. Which of the following MIND activities/ projects has your child been involved in? (Check 
one box for each activity / project listed below.) 

Has Not Been Has Been Don't Know 
Activity/Project Involved Involved* if Involved 

Status Report/ Credit Evaluation Report D D D 
Advanced Standing Information D D D 
Advanced Placement Information D D D 
Inroads D D D 

Upward Bound D D D 
Summer Programs D D D 
Employment Information D D D 
Other D D D 

*Of the activities/ projects that your child has been involved with, which ones have been the 
most worthwhile? 

2. Have you been involved in any of your child's MIND activities/ projects? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. ---------------------------

3. What impact has MIND had on your child? Please be specific. 
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4. What parts of MIND has your child liked the most? 

5. What parts of MIND has your child liked the least? 

· 6. Do you feel that MIND is increasing your child's chances of getting into college? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. --------------------------
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A number of parents have made the following statements about MIND. For each item listed 
below, circle the response that best expresses your experiences. 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly Agree 
DD D u A AA 

1. My child enjoys going to school very much. DD D u A AA 

2. Since being in MIND, my child's attendance at school has DD D u A AA 
improved. 

3. My child believes that s/ be is smart enough to do well in college DD D u A AA 
if s/ be wants to. 

4. My child likes going to school more now than s/ he did before DD D u A AA 
joining MIND. 

5. Since being in MIND, my child's grades have improved. DD D u A AA 

l 6. My child believes that s/ he is smart enough to do well in school DD D u A AA 
now if s/ he wants to. 

I 7. School is more interesting to my child now than it used to be. DD D u A AA 

8. My child works harder at getting her / his homework done than DD D u A AA 

l s/ he did before joining MIND. 

9. My child usually understands what her / bis teachers are talking DD D u A AA 
about in her / his classes. 

10. My child does more homework now than s/ he used to before DD D u A AA 
joining MIND. 

11. My child talks to her / his group facilitator regularly. DD D u A AA 

12. My child's teachers think of her / him as basically a good student. DD D u A AA 

13. My child has met new friends through MIND. DD D u A AA 

14. My child's group facilitator bas been very helpful to her / him. DD D u A AA 

15. My child feels more confident about her/ his ability to be DD D u A AA 
successful than s/ he used to. 

16. My child discusses/ studies topics in MIND that are never talked DD D u A AA 
about in her / his other classes. 

17. My child is more involved in school-related activities than before DD D u A AA 
s/be joined MIND. 

18. Overall, my child is a good student. DD D u A AA 
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Dear Teacher: 

Teacher Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

As you are aware, a number of students at your school have been involved with the Minorities in 
New Directions (MIND) in conjunction with the Minneapolis Public School District. Because 
MIND is a new program, school administrators are interested in determining (1) what impact the 
project has had on students so far this year and (2) whether the project has been operating as 
planned. As a result, the Center for Applied Research and Educational Improvement ( CAREi) 
at the University of Minnesota has been contracted to conduct an external evaluation focusing on 
these areas. 

Attached is a short Inventory which has been designed for teachers. As a teacher, you are in the 
best possible position to provide us with valuable information about the effectiveness of MIND. 
Through sharing your experiences and concerns here, you will help us to make improvements and 
determine the effectiveness of the program. 

Please complete the attached Inventory which will take about 20 minutes and return it in the 
enclosed stamped, addressed envelope to CAREi by May 14, 1990. The success of the survey 
depends on everyone returning the Inventory as soon as possible and responding frankly and 
honestly. After the data have been tabulated, you will be informed of the results. 

You should also know that this survey inventory has been designed so that your responses will be 
kept anonymous. If you have any questions regarding the survey, please feel free to contact Al 
Lopez, MIND Program Coordinator, at 627-2138, or John Bosma, Jennifer Ebin, or Linda 
Grummer at CAREi (624-0300). Thank you for your cooperation and time. 

Sincerely, 

Al Lopez, MIND Program Coordinator 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

John Bosma, Evaluation/ Research Consultant 
Jennifer Ebin, Research Assistant 
Linda Grummer, Research Assistant 
Center for Applied Research and Educational 
Improvement 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to 
any of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



1. Are you aware of the activities/projects that MIND students have been involved in? 

DNo D Yes* 

*If yes, do you feel that those activities/ projects have been worthwhile? _____ _ 

2. Have MIND activities/ projects duplicated work in your classroom? 

DNo D Yes D Don't Know 

Please explain. ---------------------------

3. From your perspective, how have MIND students reacted to the program? 

4. What impact has MIND had on students in your school, e.g., changes in attitude, attendance, 
grades, motivation, behavioral incidents? 
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5. Is pulling students out of classes for MIND the best way to proceed with the project? 

D No D Yes 

'Whyorwhynot? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

6. Has MIND's communication with teachers been adequate? 

D No D Yes 

\Vhyorwhynot? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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Principal Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to 
any of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



1. How involved have you personally been in the MIND program at your school? 

2. What factors have promoted the success of MIND? 

3. What factors have limited the success of MIND? 

4. What aspects of MIND are going well? 

5. What aspects of MIND need to be changed/ modified and why? 
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6. Is pulling students out of classes for MIND the best way to proceed with the project? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. --------------------------

7. What support services/ technical support does your site need/ want the most? 

8. Has MIND's communication with your site been adequate? 

D No D Yes 

Whyorwhynot? _________________________ _ 

9. What month was the MIND program actually implemented in your school this year? 

D September 
D October 
D November 
D December 
D January 

D February 
D March 
D April 
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Group Facilitator Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to 
any of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



1. What kinds of activities/projects have you been doing in your group(s)? 

2. What impact has MIND had on the student(s) you are working with? 

3. Do you feel that you have had an impact on the student(s) you're working with? 

D No D Yes 

Whyorwhynot? ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

4. What things have promoted the success of MIND? 
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5. What things have limited the success of MIND? 

6. What aspects of MIND are going well? 

7. What aspects of MIND need to be changed/ modified and why? 

8. Is the time you spend with students adequate? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. --------------------------
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9. What types of support services/ technical support would help you to be a better group 
facilitator? 

10. Has MIND's communication with you been adequate? 

0 No 0 Yes 
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Building Liaison Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to 
any of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



1. Have MIND activities/projects duplicated work in regular classrooms? 

DNo D Yes D Don't Know 

Please explain. ---------------------------

2. From your perspective, how have MIND students reacted to the program? 

3. Are the goals and objectives of MIND appropriate and realistic for each grade level? 

D No D Yes 

'Whyorwhynot? ~-------------------------

4. Are the MIND activities/ projects at your school consistent with the overall goals of MIND? 

D No D Yes 

\Vhyorwhynot? _________________________ _ 
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5. Should MIND be integrated into the present curriculum at your school or left as is? 

6. What impact has MIND had on students in your school, e.g., changes in attitude, attendance, 
grades, motivation, behavioral incidents? 

7. What aspects of MIND do you feel have been the most helpful to students? 

8. What aspects of MIND do you feel have been . the least helpful to students? 

9. Do you feel that MIND is increasing students' chances of getting into college? 

0 No D Yes 
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10. What factors have promoted the success of MIND? 

11. What factors have limited the success of MIND? 

12. What aspects of MIND are going well? 

13. What aspects of MIND need to be changed/ modified and why? 

14. Is pulling students out classes for MIND the best way to proceed with the project? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. ---------------------------
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15. How does MIND fit in with your school's present programs? 

16. What support services/ technical support does your site need/ want the most? 

17. Has MIND's communication with your site been adequate? 

D No D Yes 

Why or why not? --------------------------

18. What month was the MIND program actually implemented in your school this year? 

D September 
D October 
D November 
D December 
D January 

D February 
D March 
D April 
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7th Grade Student Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to 
any of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



1. Please indicate whether you participated in each activity /project listed below? Check one 
box for each activity / project listed. 

Activity / Project 

Self Observation Scale 
Choosing Feelings 
Knowing Myself 
My Favorite Things 
Notetaking 

Textbook 
Summer Program 
Time Management 
Field Trip 
Other 

Did Not Participate 
in Activity / Project 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

Participated 
in Activity / Project* 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 
D 

*For each activity / project you attended, please rate the value of that activity / project to you. 
Circle the number that best describes your experiences with each activity / project attended. 
(1 = Not at All a Worthwhile Experience 5 =A Very Worthwhile Experience) 

Not at All a A Very 
Worthwhile Worthwhile 

Activity Experience Experience 

Self Observation Scale 1 2 3 4 5 
Choosing Feelings 1 2 3 4 5 
Knowing Myself 1 2 3 4 5 
My Favorite Things 1 2 3 4 5 
Notetaking 1 2 3 4 5 

Textbook 1 2 3 4 5 
Summer Program 1 2 3 4 5 
Time Management 1 2 3 4 5 
Field Trip 1 2 3 4 5 
Other 1 2 3 4 5 

2. What parts of MIND have you liked the most? 
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3. What parts of MIND have you liked the least? 

4. Do you feel that MIND is increasing your chances of getting into college? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. --------------------------

5. How would you like to see MIND improved? 
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A number of students have made the following statements about MIND and the value of school. 
For each item listed below, circle the response that best expresses your experiences. 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly Agree 
DD D u A AA 

1. I would rather get a job when I finish high school than go to DD D u A AA 
college. 

2. It's important for me to get a good high school education. DD D u A AA 

3. I enjoy going to school very much. DD D u A AA 

4. Since being in MIND, my attendance at school has improved. DD D u A AA 

5. I'm smart enough to do well in college if I want to. DD D u A AA 

6. There is little need for a college education in most jobs. DD D u A AA 

7. How I do in school is important to me. DD D u A AA 

8. I like going to school more now than I did before I joined MIND. DD D u A AA 

9. Since being in MIND, my grades have improved. DD D u A AA 

10. I'm smart enough to do well in school now if I want to. DD D u A AA 

11. A college education is necessary in order to be successful in DD D u A AA 
today's world. 

12. How I do in school is important to my parents. DD D u A AA 

13. School is more interesting to me now than it used to be. DD D u A AA 

14. I work harder at getting my homework done than I did before I DD D u A AA 
joined MIND. 

15. I usually understand what we are talking about in my classes. DD D u A AA 

16. I'm more likely to get the kind of job I'd like with a college DD D u A AA 
education. 

17. It's okay to miss school when I don't feel like going. DD D u A AA 

18. I do more homework now than I used to before joining MIND. DD D u A AA 

19. I talk to my group facilitator regularly. DD D u A AA 

20. My teachers think of me as basically a good student. DD D u A AA 
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21. Being in MIND has helped me to see the value of a college DD D u A AA 
education. 

22. I have met new friends through MIND. DD D u A AA 

23. My group facilitator has been very helpful to me. DD D u A AA 

24. I feel more confident about my ability to be successful than I DD D u A AA 
used to. 

25. We discuss/ study topics in MIND that are never talked about in DD D u A AA 
other classes. 

26. I am more involved in school-related activities now than before DD D u A AA 
I joined MIND. 

27. Overall, I am a good student. DD D u A AA 

The following items relate to how you feel about yourself: 

28. I have learned to manage my time better since I joined MIND. DD D u A AA 

29. I have a hard time concentrating. DD ID U A AA 

30. My reading skills have improved since I joined MIND. DD D u A AA 

31. I enjoy reading more now than I did before I joined MIND. DD D u A AA 

32. MIND has taught me how to use a study schedule. DD D u A AA 

33. Planning my time is an important part of my studying. DD D u A AA 

34. When it's time to study, I find it easy to get started and finish my DD D u A AA 
homework on time. 

35. I am often bored and would like to feel more interested. DD D u A AA 

36. I like being the way I am. DD D u A AA 

37. I have good ideas. DD D u A AA 
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8th Grade Student Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to any 
of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



1. Please indicate whether you participated in each activity / project listed below? Check one 
box for each activity /project listed. 

Did Not Participate Participated 
Activity/Project in Activity/ PrQject in Activity/ Project• 

IDEAS, Interest Inventory D D 
Magnet, High School Visit D D 
Inroads, Guest Speaker D D 
Health Sciences Minority Program D D 

Target, Guest Speaker D D 
M.C.C., Guest Speaker D D 
M.T.C., Guest Speaker D D 
Metro State, Guest Speaker D D 

Augsburg College, Guest Speaker D D 
Wm. Mitchell, Guest Speaker D D 
St. Thomas, Guest Speaker D D 
C.LA., Guest Speaker D D 

G.C., Guest Speaker D D 
I.T., Guest Speaker D D 
Summer Programs Information D D 
Field Trip D D 

Employment Topics D D 
Other D D 

*For each activity / project you attended, please rate the value of that activity / project to you. 
Circle the number that best describes your experiences with each activity / project attended. 
(1 =Not at All a Worthwhile Experience 5 =A Very Worthwhile Experience) 

Not at All a A Very 
Worthwhile Worthwhile 

Activity Emerience Emerience 

IDEAS, Interest Inventory 1 2 3 4 5 
Magnet, High School Visit 1 2 3 4 5 
Inroads, Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 
Health Sciences Minority Program 1 2 3 4 5 

Target, Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 
M.C.C., Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 
M.T.C., Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 
Metro State, Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 

Augsburg College, Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 
Wm. Mitchell, Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 
St. Thomas, Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 
C.LA., Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 

G.C., Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 
I.T., Guest Speaker 1 2 3 4 5 
Summer Programs Information 1 2 3 4 5 
Field Trip 1 2 3 4 5 

Employment Topics 1 2 3 4 5 
Other 1 2 3 4 5 
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2. What parts of MIND have you liked the most? 

3. What parts of MIND have you liked the least? 

4. Do you feel that MIND is increasing your chances of getting into college? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain.--------------------------

5. How would you like to see MIND improved? 
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A number of students have made the following statements about MIND and the value of school. 
For each item listed below, circle the response that best expresses your experiences. 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly Agree 
DD D u A AA 

1. I would rather get a job when I finish high school than go to DD D u A AA 
college. 

2. It's important for me to get a good high school education. DD D u A AA 

3. I enjoy going to school very much. DD D u A AA 

4. Since being in MIND, my attendance at school has improved. DD D u A AA 

5. I'm smart enough to do well in college if I want to. DD D u A AA 

6. There is little need for a college education in most jobs. DD D u A AA 

7. How I do in school is important to me. DD D u A AA 

8. I like going to school more now than I did before I joined MIND. DD D u A AA 

9. Since being in MIND, my grades have improved. DD D u A AA 

10. I'm smart enough to do well in school now if I want to. DD D u A AA 

. 11. A college education is necessary in order to be successful in ·DD D u A AA 
today's world. 

12. How I do in school is important to my parents . . DD D u A AA 

13. School is more interesting to me now than it used to be. DD D u A AA 

14. I work harder at getting my homework done than I did before I DD D u A AA 
joined MIND. 

15. I usually understand what we are talking about in my classes. DD D u A AA 

16. I'm more likely to get the kind of job I'd like with a college DD D u A AA 
education. 

17. It's okay to miss school when I don't feel like going. DD D u A AA 

18. I do more homework now than I used to before joining MIND. DD D u A AA 

19. I talk to my group facilitator regularly. DD D u A AA 

20. My teachers think of me as basically a good student. DD D u A AA 
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21. Being in MIND bas helped me to see the value of a college DD D u A AA 
education. 

22. I have met new friends through MIND. DD D u A AA 

23. My group facilitator has been very helpful to me. DD D u A AA 

24. I feel more confident about my ability to be successful than I DD D u A AA 
used to. 

25. We discuss/ study topics in MIND that are never talked about in DD D u A AA 
other classes. 

26. I am more involved in school-related activities now than before DD D u A AA 
I joined MIND. 

27. Overall, I am a good student. DD D u A AA 
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9th Grade Student Inventory 
Minorities in New Directions 
Minneapolis Public Schools 

Instructions 

Please answer the questions in the attached survey inventory in the space which has 
been provided after each question. If you need additional space for your answers to any 
of the questions, please feel free to use the back side of the page. 



1. Please indicate whether you participated in each activity /project listed below? Check one 
box for each activity /project listed. 

Activity/Project 
Did Not Participate 

Activity/Project 

Status Report/ Credit Evaluation Report 
Advanced Standing Information 
Advanced Placement Information 
Inroads 

Upward Bound 
Summer Programs 
Employment Information 
Other 

~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 

Participated 
Activity/Project* 

D 
D 
D 
D 

D 
D 
D 
D 

*For each activity / project you attended, please rate the value of that activity / project to you. 
Circle the number that best describes your experiences with each activity / project attended. 
(l =Not at All a Worthwhile Experience 5 =A Very Worthwhile Experience) 

Not at All a A Very 
Worthwhile Worthwhile 

Activity Experience Experience 

Status Report/ Credit Evaluation Report 1 2 3 4 5 
Advanced Standing Information 1 2 3 4 5 
Advanced Placement Information 1 2 3 4 5 
Inroads 1 2 3 4 5 

Upward Bound 1 2 3 4 5 
Summer Programs 1 2 3 4 5 
Employment Information 1 2 3 4 5 
Other 1 2 3 4 5 

2. What parts of MIND have you liked the most? 
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3. What parts of MIND have you liked the least? 

4. Do you feel that MIND is increasing your chances of getting into college? 

D No D Yes 

Please explain. --------------------------

5. How would you like to see MIND improved? 

I· 
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A number of students have made the following statements · about MIND and the value of school. 
For each item listed below, circle the response that best expresses your experiences. 

Strongly Disagree Disagree Uncertain Agree Strongly Agree 
DD D u A AA 

1. I would rather get a job when I finish high school than go to DD D u A AA 
college. 

2. It's important for me to get a good high school education. DD D u A AA 

3. I enjoy going to school very much. DD D u A AA 

4. Since being in MIND, my attendance at school has improved. DD D u A AA 

5. I'm smart enough to do well in college if I want to. DD D u A AA 

6. There is little need for a college education in most jobs. DD D u A AA 

7. How I do in school is important to me. DD D u A AA 

8. I like going to school more now than I did before I joined MIND. DD D u A AA 

9. Since being in MIND, my grades have improved. DD D u A AA 

10. I'm smart enough to do well in school now if I want to. DD D u A AA 

11. A college education is necessary in order to be successful in ·DD D u A AA 
today's world. 

12. How I do in school is important to my parents . . DD D u A AA 

13. School is more interesting to me now than it used to be. DD D u A AA 

14. I work harder at getting my homework done than I did before I DD D u A AA 
joined MIND. 

15. I usually understand what we are talking about in my classes. DD D u A AA 

16. I'm more likely to get the kind of job I'd like with a college DD D u A AA 
education. 

17. It's okay to miss school when I don't feel like going. DD D u A AA 

18. I do more homework now than I used to before joining MIND. DD D u A AA 

19. I talk to my group facilitator regularly. DD D u A AA 

20. My teachers think of me as basically a good student. DD D u A AA 
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21. Being in MIND has helped me to see the value of a college DD D u A AA 
education. 

22. I have met new friends through MIND. DD D u A AA 

23. My group facilitator has been very helpful to me. DD D u A AA 

24. I feel more confident about my ability to be successful than I DD D u A AA 
used to. 

25. We discuss/ study topics in MIND that are never talked about in DD D u A AA 
other classes. 

26. I am more involved in school-related activities now than before DD D u A AA 
I joined MIND. 

27. Overall, I am a good student. DD D u A AA 

I . 
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